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First published in 1986 to wide critical acclaim, The Sexual Perspective broke
new ground by bringing together and discussing the painting, sculpture and
photography of artists who were gay/lesbian/queer/bisexual. The lavishly
illustrated new edition discusses the greater lesbian visibility within the
visual arts and artist's responses to the AIDS epidemic. Emmanuel Cooper
places the art in its artistic, social and legal contexts, making it a vital
contribution to current debates about art, gender, identity and sexuality.
'Today as I was leaving home, I saw a guy in the street. Just by exchanging
glances, we decided to make love.' Valerie Tasso is an unashamedly
promiscuous French woman who becomes a high-class prostitute in Madrid.
This is her story, told in riveting and explicit detail. From sex in a graveyard,
to unusual acts with coca-cola bottles, she explores every fetish with joyful
abandon.In the tradition of Belle du Jour and The Sexual Life of Catherine M,
Valerie Tasso's memoir is an addictive tale of passion and promiscuity.
Discover 2 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight, insatiable cravings
and surprising sexual encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.
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Lesbian Adventures (vol 14)
Lesbian Adventures (vol 20)
The Romance of Lust - Fully Illustrated (Sexually Explicit) Classic Victorian
Erotic Literature
Lesbian Adventures (volume 7)
Lesbian Adventures (vol 15)
Can you get paid to teach a woman how to masturbate? Alison and her new girlfriend, Moriah,
find out that yes, you sure can! It?s like this: After a homemade porno of Moriah jilling-off to a
bone-shattering orgasm accidentally got posted to the internet, hundreds of women responded
with emails asking for help in achieving orgasmic release. Who knew so many women don?t
know how their lady parts work? After successfully teaching one young woman, Alison and
Moriah take their show on the road. The name of their new enterprise is Come Again. In part
four of Alison?s Erotic Adventures, these two beautiful, sexy and insatiable women fulfill their
version of the American dream: making house calls to teach women how to masturbate!ÿ
Discover 4 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love
at first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters filled with suspense and
burning with desire.
An adventurous trio explores a world of “scorching BDSM and erotic fantasies,” from the
author of Body Shots (RT Book Reviews). LEGAL BRIEFS . . . Taking orders from egotistical
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stiffs in suits is no turn-on for legal secretary Lydia Burke—but she knows where to find what
she’s looking for. At a local BDSM club, three sexy, commanding men want to show Lydia their
version of the law, and she’s just the woman to yield to their demands . . . DOCTOR’S
ORDERS . . . Psychologist Roni Smart is willing to play doctor in her spare time, but she’s
looking for a man who lusts after more than her money. Enter Jake, a computer whiz whose able
fingers, red-hot body, and brash take-charge attitude are the perfect antidote for her fever . . .
MIDNIGHT SNACK . . . Coffee shop owner Jeanette Williams just can’t read the menu when it
comes to men. But she’s more than happy to serve the knee-weakening biker guy who shows up
each morning, stirring a shameless desire within her. So when she catches his hungry eyes on
her, she offers him an after-hours culinary lesson he’ll never forget . . . Anne Rainey brings
readers into a world of insatiable desire and unbridled erotic adventures with her “supremely
sexy” works of playful fantasy (Lucy Monroe).
The Wickedly Erotic Adventures and Sex Stories of a Young Man with an Insatiable Sexual
Desire
Caresses and Cumshots
Critical Appraisals
The Erotic Adventures of a French Girl in Spain
Is All That For Me?
Twilight's End: Bundle 1 (Werewolf, Paranormal Romance)
Becoming is the second installment in Call Me Cali Cali Kistler's
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contemporary romance adventures... Reader Alert These books are
HOT--There are lustful scenes and graphic, sexual content. This book is
for mature audiences only. Cali Kistler is about to get schooled-in the art
of seduction. After meeting the lovable madam GG, with an eye toward
one day joining her exclusive and legendary bordello, the high-octane
Cali embarks on a calculated journey of self-improvement to become a
well educated, polished, and sexually experienced woman. What lessons,
challenges, and sensual surprises will she find along the way? With the
help of some unlikely mentors and teachers, can Cali ever become the
elegant, sensually intuitive, and cultivated escort GG demands? She first
has to learn the rules before she can break them. While a serious
romantic relationship and a creative career beckon, Cali's wild streak and
an unrelenting wanderlust color everything she does. Electrified by erotic
adventures, possessed by a healthy appetite for variety, and driven by
her insatiable taste for the finer things, Cali's vision for her life isn't
exactly ordinary. Can she tame her innermost urges or will she let them
run free? Will she accept the loyalty, love, and the enticing offer of one
marvelous young man? Or, will she become a sought-after sensual
performer to many, secreted behind the silky curtains of GG's lucrative
pleasure palace? In the sensual school of life, she's about to graduatewith honors. Becoming is the second book in the Call Me Cali series, the
chronicles of Cali's sexy-and romantic-adventures in professional
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companionship, where comedy, drama, and romance mix in one
irresistible cocktail that will leave readers thirsty for more.
This bundle contains stories 1-3 of Twilight's End. Series Description:
When Penelope wakes from a car crash she finds herself consumed by an
insatiable hunger. Confused and scared, she puts her trust in the
mysterious handsome stranger who saved her. Unable to control her
desires, Penelope throws herself into his arms. But when she discovers
the terrifying secret he's hiding, she soon finds herself in the middle of
an alien world full of blood, sex and werewolves. A steamy new erotic
shifter series from the author of Tame Me and Billion Dollar Baby.
Discover 5 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight, insatiable cravings
and surprising sexual encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.
Lesbian Adventures (volume 5)
Insatiable Trysts
Lesbian Adventures (volume 9)
Lesbian Adventures (vol 19)
The Sexual Perspective
Book 4 of "Alison's Erotic Adventures"

Discover 3 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters filled with suspense and burning with
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desire.
Left with more questions than answers, Penelope begins to wonder what exactly happened to her the
night of the car crash. Finding herself under siege by werewolves, she has no choice but to trust Nick.
After leading her to a werewolf safe haven known as Twilight's End, he reveals a shocking secret that
promises to change her life forever. Series Description: When Penelope wakes from a car crash she
finds herself consumed by an insatiable hunger. Confused and scared, she puts her trust in the
mysterious handsome stranger who saved her. Unable to control her desire, Penelope throws herself
into his arms. But when she discovers the terrifying secret he's hiding, she soon finds herself in the
middle of an alien world full of blood, sex and werewolves. A steamy new erotic shifter series from
the author of Tame Me and Billion Dollar Baby.
With her passion for fine food and, above all, her appetite for love and life, Gael Greene traces her
rise from a Velveeta cocoon in the Midwest to powerful critic of New York magazine. Love and
food, foreplay and fork play, haute cuisine and social history--all become inextricably linked as the
author lifts the lid on her most provocative subject yet--herself. Along the way there are tales of her
saucy erotic adventures and intimate portraits of the culinary icons of our time--Julia Child, André
Soltner, James Beard, among others--and revealing dissections of New York's legendary "in" spots,
including Elaine's, Le Bernardin, Le Cirque, Odeon, and Balthazar.
The Erotic Adventures of Marilyn Snow
Tales from a Life of Delicious Excess
Lesbian Adventures (vol 16)
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Insatiable
Lesbian Adventures (volume 3)
Lesbian Adventures (volume 12)
This hot, steamy and short story novel follows its main character Marilyn
Snow as she travels to various locations around the world in search of a
cure for her insatiable sexual appetite. Will she play it safe? or will she
take on more than her body can handle?
Utter, utter madness is at the root of this very exciting and totally out of
the ordinary tale of a British aristocrat, super hero and gentleman called,
Erskine Quint, Esquire or Sir (not yet). His ultimate quest is to expose the
truth behind humankind's existence hidden in the real 'Holy Grail'!
Erskine manoeuvres between time zones leaving the reader guessing and
imagining from what era and which historical period he actually exists in,
to no avail. The reader remains in a timeless zone, bouncing backwards
and forwards between historical events in an outrageous 'Pythonist
bubble' filled with insane adventures. The main character, Erskine Quint,
was born with blood running through his veins that gives him extradimensional strength, intelligence, guile and the most powerful will to
defeat all obstacles in his way whilst solving and discovering the final
frontier that has driven the human race ever since they found themselves
walking on 2 legs. Nothing will stop him reaching this goal although evil
is constantly attempting to thwart him all the way through the novel. He
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is determined to defeat it and expose what no man or woman man has
ever attempted or succeeded to do before. The novel contains surreal
adventures, surreal characters, nasty elements, truths, fantastic journeys,
excitement and total madness forms the backbone of the story. However,
there are elements of 'truth' running through the story with several twists
in the tails of Erskine's main opponents these 'twists' appear only after
the reader has followed Erskine and his Himalayan manservant, Kimjabi,
all over the planet in different locations as they search for clues in their
monumental quest. Some parts shock the reader and offer no sanctuary
for faint hearts or eventual redemption. Good and evil accompany us
through our lives, hand in hand, and this outrageous novel, although
completely insane, offers the reader a twist at the finale that only those of
a strong disposition and open-mind can possibly take, enjoy, or
comprehend. Erskine loves gorgeous, erotic, very sexy women. He is an
insatiable 'mercurial stud' and has several erotic adventures along his
majestic journey; the novel is not advisable for children to read. The
author intends to take the reader to the limits of their fantasy and allows
himself the right to introduce even more insanity when required, but the
insanity mostly relates and always entertains so that the story is never far
away. Periodically leaving the backbone of the novel and catapulting into
tangents faraway, but paradoxically, remaining oh so close. Insane, black
holes waiting to confuse, entertain and amuse. Erskine, although being an
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Aristocrat and enjoying the most luxurious, upper class things the planet
has to offer always remains aware of the importance of his mission to
mankind in general, therefore the reader can always relate to him, or
maybe even get to like him. They will also enjoy his memorable,
sometimes deadly confrontations and conflicts with evil, which snowball
rapidly during the journeys he undertakes. Several dark, sad, funny, sexy,
oddball characters join Erskine, but the greatest surprise is towards the
end where two colossal, universal characters join the adventure physically
and eventually determine Erskine's destiny.
Lexi's real erotic adventures and darkest fantasies come to life in this
provocative collection of erotic short stories. Mating Season lures you into
the depths of the obscene as you read Lexi's favorite tales of daring group
play, sapphic seduction and kinky BDSM. Join a cast of shameless
characters on their pursuits to satisfy their decadent appetites for
pleasure. Welcome to Lexi's playground, where it's always Mating Season.
This collection is designed to seduce you, from Lexi's lighter stories in the
beginning to the more salacious as you progress through the book. Using
raw language, Lexi pulls you deeper into her Lexual world with each
graphic sex scene. Journey into Lexi's playground, where sexuality is
celebrated by curious newbies and erotic adventurers, voyeurs and
exhibitionists, masters and slaves - and every kinkster in between. A world
where desire is fluid, the dynamics between dominants and submissives
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are healthy and orgasms are aplenty. Read along as each sexy, insatiable
character takes a personal journey to fulfilling their desires and exploring
their Lexuality. Turn the pages of Mating Season and transport yourself
from the bedroom to a naturist village in France or a sex club in
Amsterdam's Red Light District. Are you ready to get Lexual? Stories in
Mating Season Trick Shot Competitive pool players Kaila and Max head to
the final table of a high-stakes tournament. Their immediate attraction
sparks an extra sense of rivalry, but their game leaves much to be desired
and both of them wanting more. Heated Debate University senior and
honors student Danielle has been lusting after her young and sexy
Professor Davis for weeks. She can't say no when Davis offers her a
coveted spot on the Debate team. Accidental Voyeur While repairing the
wealthy Watsons' AC unit, LA handyman Luca is shocked to see a naked
woman masturbating in front of her window... and even more surprised
when she invites him inside to join her for a fix of her own. Morgan's First
Taste Morgan realizes that she's bisexual because she's infatuated with
her sexy roommate, Denise, but she's afraid to make the first move. A big
surprise awaits for Morgan when she returns home one afternoon and
catches Denise naked in the kitchen with her lover. Obscure Jade's happy
in her polyamorous relationship with Nick. She's moved on from Damien or so she thought. Is their intense, nostalgic reunion a chance for her to
get the closure she's always wanted after ten years, or will this reopen old
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wounds? Submission An ultra-short and vivid erotic "Quickie" that
introduces you to the darker stories in Mating Season, Submission
explores the inextricable connection between a submissive and their
dominant. Obedience Mila witnesses a live flogging demonstration at a
sexuality conference and is drawn to Landon, the dominant man holding
the flogger. Their instant connection inspires her into the ultimate
submission. Release At a naturist resort in Cap d'Agde, kinky slave Zoe
and her Master Javier play out an exhibitionistic, sadistic public scene in
front of a crowd of voyeurs. A sexy couple approaches them to play. Can
Zoe handle the torment and be a good slave, or will she disobey her
Master? Succubus Sent by Lucifer to draw power from a strong mortal
man's life source, a demon ascends to Earth as a pleasure-seeking
succubus. No one's counting on a surprise visit by Lucifer that could
forever change the demon's purpose, and that of Heaven, Hell and Earth.
The Secret Passage In search of adventure and sexual discovery in
Amsterdam, Ivy and her friend-with-benefits Tristan unexpectedly meet
with a mysterious woman and go deep underground into a surprising
series of salacious events.
Lesbian Adventures (volume 11)
Kierkegaard's Fear and Trembling
Deep Inside: Extreme Erotic Fantasies
Lesbian Adventures (volume 2)
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Lesbian Adventures (vol 18)
Call Me Cali Book 2

The Routledge Companion to Narrative Theory brings together top
scholars in the field to explore the significance of narrative
to pressing social, cultural, and theoretical issues. How does
narrative both inform and limit the way we think today? From
conspiracy theories and social media movements to racial
politics and climate change future scenarios, the reach is
broad. This volume is distinctive for addressing the complicated
relations between the interdisciplinary narrative turn in the
academy and the contemporary boom of instrumental storytelling
in the public sphere. The scholars collected here explore new
theories of causality, experientiality, and fictionality;
challenge normative modes of storytelling; and offer polemical
accounts of narrative fiction, nonfiction, and video games.
Drawing upon the latest research in areas from cognitive
sciences to complexity theory, the volume provides an accessible
entry point for those new to the myriad applications of
narrative theory and a point of departure for new scholarship.
Discover 11 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
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adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight,
insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters filled with
suspense and burning with desire.
Insatiable Trysts is the first set of short erotica stories from
author Chara Gladey. The author writes with a passion that will
pull at you as you turn each steamy page. Fourteen male-female
stories, two male-male-female stories, three lesbian mÃƒÂ©nage
stories with multiple partners, and a steamy multiple male one
female mÃƒÂ©nage story are included. The collection will take
you on a ride around the world in sexual fantasy, from an Irish
cottage to sexual trysts in Thailand. Chara Gladey includes
mÃƒÂ©nage, lesbian erotica, men's erotica, paranormal as well as
fantasy in this collection. A great collection to read with your
partner as there is something to tickle every taste and fancy.
Insatiable Tryst is a must read to keep your sexual creativity
flowing.
Taking Flight
The Routledge Companion to Narrative Theory
Lesbian Adventures (vol 17)
The Romance of Lust (illustrated)
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A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel
Lesbian Adventures (volume 10)
Discover thrilling erotic story of lesbian sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters filled with suspense and
burning with desire.
InsatiableThe Erotic Adventures of a French Girl in SpainCorgi
Kierkegaard's Fear and Trembling: Critical Appraisals was the first anthology of essays
on Kierkegaard's classic to be published in English. The authors are a remarkable
collection of scholars, some already well known and some standing at the beginning of
their scholarly careers. The list of authors includes Louis Jacobs, David A. Pailin, Merold
Westphal, Paul Holmer, Edward F. Mooney, John Donnelly, C. Stephen Evans, David J.
Wren, Mark C. Taylor, Nancy Jay Crumbine, and Jerry H. Gill. The collection contains
comparative, historical, and analytic essays focusing on Kierkegaard's relations to the
Akedah, the multiple tensions raised by Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac. These essays abound
with penetrating insights into many Kierkegaardian concepts that are important not just
in Fear and Trembling but found throughout Kierkegaard's writings, such as paradox,
resignation, faith, the absurd, the individual, the poet, the hero, immediacy, the ethical and
its suspension, the leap of faith, offence, and silence.
Twilight's End 2 (Werewolf, Paranormal Romance, Erotic Romance)
Becoming: Book 2: Becoming
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Come Again
Erskine Quint Intrepid Adventurer Extraordinaire in Timeless Insanity
Lesbian Adventures (vol 13)
Mating Season: Erotic Short Stories
Discover 14 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first
sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters filled with suspense and burning with desire.
Discover 13 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first
sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters filled with suspense and burning with desire.
Nev is a workaholic, busy super executive and right arm of the company. A shrewd gentleman, as soon
as he made commitments, he forgot how good it is to enjoy life, enjoy treats, and stress pleasure. Business
is booming, but literally tired out, deciding to order a vacation, flirt and amuse it.
Homosexuality and Art in the Last 100 Years in the West
Lesbian Adventures (volume 8)
Lesbian Adventures
20 Erotic Short Stories
Death May Be a Second Chance
Collection of Erotic Stories of Sex Between Adults

Discover 7 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual adventures.Unexpected
encounters, love at first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters
filled with suspense and burning with desire.
Would You Love To Escape Your Everyday Life? Don’t Miss Your Chance! Sail Away
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Now With Maggie On The Erotic Adventure Of A Lifetime! Since her mother passed,
single woman Maggie is now free to live on her own terms. And live she will! Maggie
is determined to explore, to live and to experience. But not even open-minded
Maggie could have anticipated the swirls of pleasure that would flow freely on-board
her cruise. Seven lovers in 12 days is not for the faint hearted. But there is nothing
faint hearted about Maggie’s insatiable desire for champagne, intriguing male
company and an endless supply of orgasms, all delivered while constantly moving to
the intoxicating swell of the ocean. From her private cabin, to the upper deck,
through the casino and the restaurants, travel with Maggie as she explores the
decadence of life on the high seas where anything goes and nobody knows! Don’t
miss your opportunity to devour the very next offering of erotica by this exciting new
author.
Cherri, a thirty-something wife and mother of two teen daughters, goes out with her
best friend to a popular singles nightclub. Their girls' night out turns deadly when
they meet some dangerous predators. As Cherri and her friend leave the club, they
are attacked. Cherri is left to die in a dark alley, while her friend is abducted and later
found murdered. Cherri wakes up in the hospital with vague memories of a
mysterious stranger who appeared beside her as she lay dying of her wounds. But
her miraculous survival has dark consequences. The stranger she remembers was
not human, and the help Adrian offers her is a dark gift. Cherri is horrified to discover
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that she is now immortal. How can she possibly go back to her old life, and how will
her family react to such a shocking revelation? With Adrian's help, Cherri learns to
accept and live a new existence, while still holding her old life together. She has a
shaky marriage to repair, daughters to nurture, a friend to grieve, a business to run,
and a growing attraction to Adrian. She desperately wants to keep her transformation
a secret, but secrets have a way of coming out.
Dying to Live
Body Rush
Lesbian Adventures (volume 6)
The Romance of Lust is a provocative, sexually explicit erotic
novel from the Victorian era. Banned around the world, this
famous adult text was published anonymously in 4 volumes from
1873 - 1876.Join Charlie on his erotic adventures of his
emerging sexuality.With his large penis and equally insatiable
sexual appetite, Charlie enjoys sexual encounters including
homosexuality, sodomy, group orgies, double penetration,
masturbation, flagellation (spanking), fellatio, cunnilingus and
incest. The depiction of a wide variety of sexual practices has
made the Romance of Lust a highly regarded work of erotic
fiction.Beautifully illustrated with full page vintage erotica
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pictures and sexually explicit art paintings, The Romance of
Lust is a must read book of classic erotic literature."In an
instant I was unbuttoned and had my trousers down, and was
between her legs almost before she had concluded her sentence.
The excitement of my caresses had moistened her juicy cunt, and
the head of my prick entered without any difficulty. ... I
gradually made my way up to its utmost limits. Here I stopped,
leaving it sheathed up to the root, and making it throb from
instant to instant. Then seeking my loved Miss Evelyn's mouth,
our lips and tongues met. Her arms round my waist became tighter
in their embrace. The delicious folds of her luscious juicy quim
began to throb and press on my excited member. Allowing her to
become thoroughly excited, I waited until she actually quite
unexpectedly yielded down her nature, and spent profusely, to
the exquisite pleasure of my saturated organ.""With abandon we
both sank in the death-like ecstasies of the delicious melting
away in all the luxury of contented and voluptuous discharges."
If you enjoyed Fifty Shades of Grey by E. L. James, you'll love
Deep Inside by Polly Frost. "I haven't taken my pills for two
days. I put them under my tongue and only pretend to swallow."
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"Two days? But aren't you---" "Dangerously oversexed?" she says.
"You bet!" A dominatrix with a discipline problem. A nervous
virgin tempted by an unearthly sacrifice. Lust-crazed Viagra
addicts. A seductive serial killer. A sexual psychic who can
foresee other people's erotic adventures. And a street cop
hooked on alien ecstasy... The sensual men and women in this
sizzling collection are all in search of the ultimate sexual
high. No plain vanilla sex here; driven by insatiable desires,
they push their bodies and souls to the limits, exploring the
outer reaches of eroticism. From arcane sexual rituals to the
heights of Hollywood decadence, Deep Inside breaks every taboo
as it takes you inside the throbbing flesh and twisted urges of
the kinky, the depraved, and the supernatural. Turn down the
lights and enter a new realm of exotic and forbidden pleasures.
Discover 12 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight,
insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters filled with
suspense and burning with desire.
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